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"Fifty years from now, society will look back at the absurb violence of factory schooling

and wonder, with a deep sense of shame, how could we have done this to millions of

innocent children."

Is more formal education the solution to all of our

problems? Or is part of the problem?

This is a collection of some of our favorite memes and campaigns that were

created by two cohorts of the Emperor Has No Clothes Fellowship in 2016

and 2017. We tried to invite playfulness, humor and satire and have been

inspired by groups like the YESMen and Adbusters. Before them, Gandhi

was a master of creating memes to inspire and mobilize the public

discourse on the freedom struggle. 



Many years ago there lived a wicked and greedy Emperor who cared only about his
designer-labelled clothes and about showing them off. One day he heard from two
swindlers that they could make the finest suit of clothes from the most beautiful cloth.
This cloth, they said, also had the special capability that it was invisible to anyone who
was either stupid or not fit for his position. The Emperor allowed himself to be dressed
in the clothes for a procession through town, never admitting that he was too unfit and
stupid to see what he was wearing. Of course, all the townspeople wildly praised the
magnificent clothes of the emperor, afraid to admit that they could not see them, until
a small child said: "But he has nothing on"!  This was whispered from person to person
until everyone in the crowd was shouting that the emperor had nothing on. 

We are in this same situation today. It is time to take inspiration from the child and tell

the well-intentioned emperors of education that the system is not only naked, it is

toxic and destructive. We must strip away the moral legitimacy that factory

schooling stands on and dismantle its monopoly over knowledge and learning.

We hope you join us in hacking the education system.



A meme is a concept, question or behavior that spreads from
person to person and creates a cultural worldview. Examples
of memes include beliefs, fashions, stories, brands and
phrases. Memes can be considered as cultural equivalents of a
virus that spreads via contact in a society. Memes are built
upon pop culture and current affairs, which means they play a
large part in terms of shaping our social perceptions,
aspirations and cultural codes. They often use humor or satire
to go viral.



#EXAMSKILL





NEWS RELEASE: On July 3, 2016, 15 people held a 2-
hour Funeral Procession on Fatehsagar Lake in
Udaipur to mourn the loss of more than 9000
precious young lives over the past 1 year in India
due to exam-related stress and depression as well
as the millions who are ruthlessly branded as
'failures'. They silently walked and asked, "Was
this suicide or murder? and "Who is responsible for
this?" They also tried to remind hundreds of young
and old alike that "Exams and marks can not define
who we really are." They invited passerbys who have
lost someone to exam-related deaths to join them to
raise fundamental questions about the examination
pressure-cooker.









 

“A person is forced to run a race with their hands and feet chained. Well-wishers

realise that the race is not really fair so they start thinking of all kinds of training

workshops, technologies and schemes to help this person in the name of social

justice. Many well-intentioned foundations and social entrepreneurs rise to the

occasion and start funding all kind of programs to somehow make the person

compete better in this game and to fit a few more people into this game. All kinds

of new industries start to emerge for cleaning up (and profiting from) all the

messes that are created by continually running this game. Everyone knows that the

person can never really win the race; they will always be two steps behind

because somebody else makes the rules. But no one really wants to really question:

why are the person’s hands and feet tied in the first place?, why is the person

being forced to compete against others in the race?, where does the race take

you and what really happens to those who win the race?, or why do we have to

even run this stupid race? Isn’t it time to stop running and make our own game?"             

                                                                       - Manish Jain,  Shikshantar Andolan

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=752470568&__cft__[0]=AZUUmYPzbY7MgV9ISlZF1M6P42AnSJIMUJcrbfjGRjgizYGHVu3dqNLx1PCLgP8phF22FQBX88qPrJPycVM1YU35tF7lD_oI0GYySRk9t4gEMQ&__tn__=-]K-R




#EXAMSKILL
SOCIAL MEDIA

CAMPAIGN





CONVERSATIONS WHICH EMERGED FROM THE CAMPAIGN:
"I am 22 year old undergraduate. I failed to pass my B.sc
exams. I felt so anxious and depressed. As per my parents
suggestion, I got enrolled in BA. Now, my exams are near.
Though I have studied enough to pass, I feel the same
anxiety, the depression all again. Its affecting me
mentally and physically. Sometimes, I just want to give up
and finish this life but my mother's love has restrained me
till now. It's not that I don't love learning. I love
knowing about new things, the world. I love learning
different languages. I can draw very well and wanted to
pursue animation but our financial condition forbade me to
do so. I can sing very well too. I want to pursue a career
in music.  Please help...these exams would kill me..."





#EXAMSKILL
Exams bring out feelings

of despair and
hopelessness. 

 
Share your exam faces

with us!  



"I would prefer not to take your test."  
Students are being urged by the Bartleby Project to simply write this statement
on the front page of their standardized tests as a form of civil disobedience.

The Bartleby Project, initiated by John Taylor Gatto and inspired by the story of
Bartleby the Scrivener, began by inviting 60,000,000 American students, one by
one, to peacefully refuse to take standardized tests or to participate in any
preparation for these tests; it asks them to act because adults chained to
institutions and corporations are unable to; because these tests pervert
education, are disgracefully inaccurate, impose brutal stresses without reason,
and actively encourage a class system which is poisoning the future of the
nation. This project has nothing to do with test reform. It is about sabotaging
and destroying the standardized testing industry. Even 5% of the students
would be enough to make a huge impact. To quote the introductory video:
"students are the only ones who can stop these tests."



#OPENCHEATINGINSTITUTE







TECHNIQUES OF SATIRE
Exaggeration involves distorting how you depict something and hyper-
inflating its size to a point where its extremity becomes irrational or
grotesquely obvious to the reader.

Incongruity is all about inserting things into out-of-place environments,
juxtaposing them if you will, in a way which makes them appear absurd.

Reversal involves an artist subverting a situation to present an inversion of
how things really are back to the reader.

Parody relies upon the art of imitation to ape another author’s style or
lampoon aspects of an already-existing story.





#CENTRALBOREDOFSECONDARYEDUCATION







The Yes Men operate under the mission statement that lies can expose
truth. They deploy a mocking satirical approach -- a sense of humor,
exaggeration and shock value is usually employed to make social issues
more palatable to the general public and to invite greater media
attention. They have created and maintained fake websites similar to
ones they intend to spoof such as the World Trade Organization, which
have led to numerous interview, conference, and TV talk show
invitations. They then pose as a powerful entity (typically a corporate
executive or government representative) and make ridiculous and
shocking comments that caricature the ideological position of the
organization.



#SCHOOLEDMINDS

















 

TODAY'S POP QUIZ 
The factory schooling system was designed to:

a) destroy creativity and diversity;
b) break community and connections to the 'local';

c) convert us into economic slaves and stupid
consumers;

d) all of the above.



#SECONDHANDDEGREES

































Adbusters describes itself as anti-advertising: it blames advertising for
playing a central role in creating and maintaining consumer culture. This
argument is based on the premise that the advertising industry goes to
great effort and expense to associate desire and identity with
commodities. Adbusters believes that advertising has unjustly "colonized"
public, discursive and psychic spaces, by appearing in movies, sports and
even schools, so as to permeate modern culture. Culture jamming is the
primary means through which Adbusters challenges consumerism and
empowers people to regain control of culture and the mental environment.
The goal is to interrupt the normal consumerist experience in order to
reveal the underlying ideology of an advertisement, media message, or
consumer artifact. Their concept of détournement involves the "turning
around" of received messages so that they communicate meanings at
variance with their original intention.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Culture_jamming




#SCHOOLSAREPRISONS





"School reformers need to understand the 'hidden curriculum' -- the

design elements, rules and structures that drive factory-schooling. Sitting

in lines produces linear and stagnant thinking. Fragmented disciplines

produce fragmented understanding and the breakdown of wisdom. Flat

textbooks and black and white exams produce lack of ability to engage

with complex emotions, diverse opinions and 'gray' situations. Locking

children up in concrete classrooms and in front of screens produces

nature deficit disorder. Ranking and competition produce new social

hierarchies, arrogance and sense of scarcity. Compulsion and motivation

through rewards and punishments produce a loss of purpose and self-

esteem, fear of making mistakes, and disconnect with your inner voice.

Who says school doesn't teach you any values?"                           

                                                        - Manish Jain, Shikshantar Andolan



#SCHOOLTRAUMAS











"I dont know which is more unbearable - the

deafening silence about the everday acts of violence

that the education system inflicts on children or the

blatant propaganda and lies that factory schooling

can somehow be fixed or reformed?"

- Manish Jain 

Shikshantar Andolan

 





When Jonathan Swift published "A Modest Proposal" in 1729, he called
attention to the problems accompanying poverty in Ireland.  Presented in
the guise of an economic treatise, the satirical essay absurdly proposes that
the country ameliorate hunger and overpopulation in Ireland by butchering
the children of the Irish poor and selling them as food to wealthy English
landlords. Swift uses hyperbole to make a strong social commentary on
England's legal and economic exploitation of Ireland.



#TEACHERAPOLOGIES



#TEACHERAPOLOGIES
We invited teachers to
apologize to their

students and ask them for
forgiveness.



#THEGDPTRAP





 

"There is only one policy in India and, that is, 9% economic

growth. The global financial system, based on compound

interest, demands its pound of flesh every second we are

alive. To fulfill this means ever-increasing levels of

extraction, war, production, pollution, and consumerism.

The 9% growth narrative not only trumps all other policies, it

drives the factory schooling agenda. It needs to convert us

into homo economicus in order to succeed."                           

                                                         - Manish Jain

          Shikshantar Andolan





#YEARON







 

"Deschooling is not really about school or no school.

That is a dead-end debate. It is essentially about

opening up questions like: who should decide what is

the purpose of my life and how should I spend my time?;

who should decide how i live and learn; who should

decide what 'i' or 'we' even means?"

- Manish Jain

Shikshantar Andolan











#STARTYOUROWNUNIVERSITY



 

"Those who control the definitions, the dictionaries, the

maps and the indicators control the game. The time has

come for us to reclaim our right to re-define what

notions of 'power', 'wealth', 'progress', 'happiness' and

'knowledge' mean to us." 

- Manish Jain

Shikshantar Andolan

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=752470568&__cft__[0]=AZUUmYPzbY7MgV9ISlZF1M6P42AnSJIMUJcrbfjGRjgizYGHVu3dqNLx1PCLgP8phF22FQBX88qPrJPycVM1YU35tF7lD_oI0GYySRk9t4gEMQ&__tn__=-]K-R




Gandhi was a master of creating memes as part of the Indian Freedom struggle.
He was so successful at it that he himself later became one the most famous
memes in the world. The brilliance of Gandhi's memes was that they offered the
seeds of resistance and regeneration in them.  One of the best examples of this
is the Charkha spinning wheel which he used as an important tool of political
emancipation. The Charkha and the production of khadi cloth became a symbol
of ancient work ethics, body wisdom and self-reliance as well as a means of
economic and social rebellion to the British Raj. The spinning wheel, moreover,
had the added benefit of providing the poor with supplementary income and
connecting the elite to daily physical productive work. The Salt Satyagraha
March was another powerful symbol that united the nation. After walking for
390 km, Gandhi consciously broke the salt laws by making salt as a form of civil
disobedience. It was a direct action campaign of tax resistance and nonviolent
protest against the British salt monopoly. “With this salt,” he announced, “I am
declaring that we are free and shaking the foundations of the British Empire.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Direct_action
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tax_resistance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nonviolent_resistance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_British_salt_tax_in_India




#GRANDMOTHERSUNIVERSITY









#FELLOWS



#RECLAIMABUNDANCE
Fellows hack the

game musical chairs
and challenge the

paradigm of
scarcity.







#COMMUNOPOLY
Fellows tried to
design a game to
challenge the
mindset of
Monopoly.



 

SAYING NO IS AN ALTERNATIVE...

"Suppose a man is sucking a lump of arsenic and you warn

him that the stuff is poisonous. Would he be considered

sane if he countered by saying that he must first be given

a cup of nectar; otherwise, he would not give up whatever

he had?"   

- Maulana Azad

First Education Minister of India





For Further Conversations
 

Which memes touched you deeply?

 

What are your personal horror stories with factory schooling?

 

How does the culture of schooling affect your mindset, 

personal life, relationships, community, work, neighborhood, city?

 

What do we need to unlearn from factory schooling?

 

What have been some of your most powerful learning experiences?

 



Did you enjoy this book of memes?

We invite you to make your own memes that mock

and disrupt factory schooling and share them with us

at <shikshantar@yahoo.com>. We would love to make

another book of your favorite deschooling memes. 
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